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Flustered by the morning rush,
my 9 year old son instructs me
to stop, put my hand on my
heart and take three deep
anchor breaths. My boys
regularly surprise my husband
and me with the mature
insights they gain from Grow
Your Mind. Through them, we
are learning to be more
mindful and to practice good
mental health.
Melanie, mother of two 

Our vision is to provide evidence-based positive mental health education using
a whole-school approach.

We are dedicated to arming children with knowledge about their brains,
emotions and key habits that build resilience from a young age. We want
school staff, students and families to have access to engaging, play-based 
and collaborative wellbeing resources.

6000+ educators
2000+ families
100,000+ students 

WE HAVE REACHED

Grow Your Mind is an outstanding program,
written by teachers, for teachers. All of the
students, staff and parents at Malabar Public
School absolutely love and benefit from it.
Jennie Lawson, Assistant Principal

OUR REASON FOR BEING

Hear about the impact on students this year
on Channel 7's Sunrise 

https://youtu.be/vmfbO74oKLo
https://youtu.be/vmfbO74oKLo
https://youtu.be/vmfbO74oKLo


WHEN IT COMES TO FOSTERING WELLBEING,
CURRENT BARRIERS FOR EDUCATORS ARE

OUR SOLUTION

An overcrowded curriculum

A lack of confidence in teaching some of core PDHPE

High work-stress levels 

Not enough time

Many programs are dry and require a lot of training or expert support 

Pressure to show proof of impact

Based in the latest research bringing together; positive psychology,
neuroscience, social & emotional learning and public health

Takes complex topics and makes them digestible

Can be used across the curriculum eg. literacy units, as well as stand alone
lessons that can be taught explicitly

Is time scalable and allows for flexibility in teaching. For example, our 'Take
5' resource makes doing 5 minutes of daily wellbeing easy for any teacher

Offers a focus on teacher wellbeing to ensure our educators have an
understanding of mental health so they are more able to foster it in their
students

Is easy for any educator to start the program and be guided through the
core concepts to build confidence in the continuum of learning in wellbeing
education

With high impact digital and physical resources also extending to the home

 

Create a whole-school language of wellbeing:



2019 STUDENT 
PRE & POST EVALUATION

Last year 106 students from
South Coogee Public School
took part in an evaluation of
Grow Your Mind. 
Here are the results - 

92% felt MORE confident
to take care of their
mental health since doing
Grow Your Mind

1 in 2 students knew the
key parts of the brain,
compared to 1 in 5 before
the Grow Your Mind
program was introduced



2020 STUDENT
EVALUATION OF
CONTINUED IMPACT

Woollahra Public
School has been using
Grow Your Mind since
2018 and this year
we followed up to
evaluate the
continued impact.
Here are the results -  

100% of teachers thought Grow Your Mind
was a worthwhile program

90% felt more confident to teach their
students about mental health and how to
emotionally regulate

95% felt more confident to teach students
how to adopt a benefit mindset and act
with kindness

95% reported their students had a greater
awareness of the good things and people in
their life since doing Grow Your Mind

99% reported their students knew more
ways to emotionally regulate since doing
Grow Your Mind



TEACHER WELLBEING
EVALUATION

Teacher wellbeing is a big part
of the picture in creating a
whole-school language of
positive mental health. We
have been tracking the impact
of both our online and in
person courses in this area
since 2019 and these are the
findings so far -

90% felt MORE
confident to take care
of their mental health

Over 95% said they
were committing to
spend more time
looking after their
mental health



This year Grow Your Mind has expanded more
comprehensively into the early childhood space,
with a pilot program in partnership with Chifley
Public School and their surrounding centres. 

A Preschool manual and set of lessons have been
developed specifically for this age group,
beginning an understanding of mental health from
a young age. 

Further rolling out of this part of the Grow Your
Mind Program will occur in 2021, with more formal
tracking of the impact.

GROW YOUR MIND AT PRESCHOOL



This year we launched free community webinars  
hosted by special guest speakers, on a range of
wellbeing and mental health topics.
 
Topics included; parent wellbeing, fostering
creativity in your family, and making friends with
uncomfortable feelings. 

To date we've had nearly 1000 attendees and
are committed to continuing them in 2021. 

GROW YOUR MIND IN THE COMMUNITY



been listened to in over 60 countries
provided a flexible teaching option
strengthened whole-school & community wellbeing
by enabling anyone to access crucial mental health
messages

In April 2020 we launched our children's podcast
featuring incredible kids talking about core wellbeing
topics such as hope, compassion, friendship, setbacks
and more. The podcast features curriculum aligned
episodes for use in the classroom or can be listened to at
home as family learning. 

To date it has:

THE GROW YOUR MIND PODCAST

The podcast and its positive impact was featured on the
ABC National Sunday News



In July 2019, Grow Your Mind engaged
social enterprise, Avenue to run our
warehousing and order fulfilment.
Avenue is a co-working space where 
people of all abilities are supported to
work, socialise and develop their
individual skills, regardless of their
support needs. This is a really
meaningful partnership for us. We
know the importance of connection,
belonging & feeling valued, when it
comes to enduring good mental health.

We are very proud to be a certified BCorp. This means we are part of a
community that is working towards reducing inequality, lowering levels of
poverty, creating a healthier environment, stronger communities, and the
creation of more high quality jobs with dignity and purpose. We are also
part of the Pledge 1% movement and we donate to nonprofits who work
directly in the area of mental health.

TO BE OR NOT TO BE A BCORP 

IMPACT THROUGH PARTNERSHIP



GROW YOUR MIND STORIES



We have partnered with the University of
Wollongong to undertake an external
evaluation of the efficacy of the Grow Your
Mind School program. This will involve 5
schools over 6 months with results due at
the end of 2021. 

WHAT IS COMING IN 2021

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

Season 2 launches early 2021 and includes
episodes on gender, climate change, grief,
resilience, joy and we are introducing a new
animal character so stay tuned!

To further develop our current digital subscription, we're looking for a
UEX designer to work with our team 1-2 days a week for an initial
period of 3 months. 

And to help Grow Your Mind achieve both the impact and
commercial growth we know it is destined for, we're looking to begin
early stage conversations with anyone interested in becoming an
Impact Investor. 

If you are interested in either of these opportunities please contact
kristina@growyourmind.life

  EVALUATION

THE GROW YOUR MIND PODCAST: SEASON 2


